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Abstract: During our former examinations we demonstrated a breast-wheel lifecycle model [1] for SME’s. By the help of our lifecycle model we purpose to give a hand for the SMEs to compass how to handle and coordinate the general growth of their lifecycle.

Purpose of this paper is to give way to such issues in connection with the bureaucratic behaviors or interventions of an SME, which could be either foreshadowing progress or even retroactive by the day-by-day life of a company. We would like to explain, when the bureaucratic attitude of mind puts in an appearance at first by an SME from our point of view. Some other lifecycle models regard the presence of a bureaucratic period as decadence of the company on the lifecycle, but should be actually all of the bureaucratese proceedings naysayer? In the paper, we introduced some real example from a Hungarian medium-sized company’s life, where the decision makers adopted some bureaucratic elements by the leading procedures. Was it worthwhile?
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1. INTRODUCTION

The meaning and definition of bureaucracy can be interpreted and defined in almost all manner of ways; as in other scientific examinations, in the present case the interpretation depends mainly on the environment in which we perform our analyzes. Usually, in the first hearing, people involves a negative emotional relationship with the word; which is likely to be justified by the life situations arising from the social environment and the deepening of stereotypes in daily life. For example, an online concept-determining dictionary interprets the concept of bureaucratic processes as: “needlessly time-consuming processes” [2].

The moment of the appearance of bureaucratic elements is due to the increase in company size according to many people, which may be true for a non-SME corporate segment, but we can be sure that the phenomenon is by all means closely connected with the size of the company as well? In order to gain a better insight into the possible roots of problems affecting the topic, in my opinion, it is worth considering some of the related concepts that are discussed in the next chapter.

2. RELATED PARADIGMS

In the field of corporate lifecycle management analysis, we can see that the appearance of bureaucratic features is almost always present in the downturn phase of the corporate career. According to Adizes's model [3], one of the most well-known corporate life cycle models, early bureaucracy and bureaucracy are the first to appear in the ages of entrepreneurship.

According to Adizes “the Bureaucratic organization”:

- Have many systems and rules and runs on ritual, not reason.
- Have leaders who feel little sense of control.
- Is internally disassociated.
- Creates obstacles to reduce disruptions from its external environment.
- Forces its customers to develop elaborate approaches to bypass roadblocks.” [4]

Figure 1: Bureaucracy at the Adizes Lifecycle Model [8]

The concept of bureaucracy also appears in many other lifecycle models – as in the Greiner [5], Hisrich-Peters [6] or even de Gaus [7] models – although they no longer take a sharp stand for the features as the Adizes model.

The subject of bureaucracy is not only found in lifecycle models but also in other disciplines of management sciences, which can also be significant influencing factors. Among them, the factors to be highlighted are management styles, organizational structure, corporate communications, strategic management and strategic planning [9], external market and political environment and increasingly predictable corporate IT systems.

Considering of leadership styles, for example, the atmosphere is sharply different by a directive leadership (autocratic) business or by a participative leadership or supportive leadership [10] company. In some cases, the organizational structure predetermines the daily presence of bureaucratic features, if the individual decision-making, management or liability paths of the company are in such way designed. The corporate communications rule system can also provide a sprawling interface for bureaucratic elements; in the case of companies typically targeting formal communication channels, the number of bureaucratic functions increases in size by the size of the company. But beyond internal factors, the commitment of the external market and political environment to bureaucratic operating principles may also be decisive.

3. EMERGENCE OF BUREAUCRATIC ELEMENTS

After that, would you be frightened as an SME business owner if any bureaucratic attribution appears in your business life or not? In my opinion this depends on the introduction of a new concept: the level of bureaucracy.
This level may depend on how the aforementioned management instructions and the organizational structure by the company work, and, of course, many other small but unique factors that are difficult to identify homogeneously due to the diverse world of the SME sector.

As we can see, the level of bureaucracy itself is what sets the flexibility of the business itself: the relationship cannot be described either directly or inversely proportionally, but depending on how efficiently the bureaucracy is managed by the management in favor of gaining business benefits. Therefore, it is believed that the most obvious solution to balance is the use of corporate policies that are able to define standardized procedures for specific processes in certain corporate processes.

The need for continuous monitoring, as well as the need for a more complete recording of the data of individual business processes or events, is becoming increasingly important for SMEs.

Some company owners therefore identify high level of bureaucracy with the presence of high operating costs. That is why, generally, if the leader considers the level of bureaucracy to be high during some operational process, it is likely to reduce or relieve it by introducing some automation. And here comes the emergence of IT disposals as well, even among the SME sector: we can read almost every day about a revolutionary new hardware or software solution – or even an advertisement – that can provide breakthrough answer to even for our own business.

4. BIG DATA AND BUREAUCRACY

With increasingly emerging innovations in industry 4.0 and digital transformation, modern technology solutions are already embedded in the SME sector and can even start from technological startups. Behind the applied technologies, however, they have often bureaucratic frames: in manufacturing processes, the aim is to provide all devices and equipment with data acquisition sensors; monitoring the workflow of human resources is also a priority for maximizing efficiency and complying with production standards; the production machinery and instruments are also connected to networks, as far as possible in an automated way and communicating with each other, to provide continuous insight into every aspect of the production; as regards quality control processes, more and more measurement and test data are collected from raw material testing, including manufacturing control processes, through the full quality control of finished products; and we could still give more examples.

This results in the fact that not only multinational companies, but also the SMEs are accumulating a wealth of data, and the concept of big data also appears in their lives. The biggest challenge for SMEs is to properly select data and create targeted inventories from the big databases, that is, to decide what data can best be used for.

There is a phenomenon of controversial interest: on the one hand, the more data we collect, the more bureaucratic criteria prevail. However, with the high efficiency of the many data, we can get information that can gain competitive advantages, whether it is to increase productivity, research, or improve quality.

5. CASE STUDIES FROM SMEs

In the following, three examples of SMEs’s will be presented, where bureaucratic evolution has not come back as a retreat but has led to the emergence of positive benefits. To make the impact
of change more transparent, each case study is presented in three phases: the preliminary state, the performed interventions and the final result.

5.1. A CASE STUDY FROM LOGISTICS

The preliminary state: The case study company is a 7-person SME, whose main activity is the supply of 19 liters balloon mineral water to house and businesses and the provision of water dispensing machines. The company operates close to 600 water dispensers and, on average, supplies more than 8,000 balloons of mineral water per month. Orders are recorded in a central software system, which is mainly received by phone call and online orders. The main problem is that customers cannot predict how many rechargeable empty balloons can be sent back to the new orders so the balloon storage can be difficult to trace.

The performed interventions: The Company attached NFC-tags to all of the balloons that were connected to the customers by mobile phone application on delivery of the mineral waters. The empty balloons will be scanned at all times when returned as well.

The final result: Although a new bureaucratic administrative method has been introduced, the company has an up-to-date information database on the current balloon inventory. With the help of the new system, not only stock management but customer-level consumption patterns could be measured, which could have added further benefits to the company. The NFC system's operation and manual data capture processes are very fast and economical, and because the collection of information are made by automated algorithms, the system gives almost instantaneously results for the decision-makers.

5.2. A CASE STUDY FROM MANUFACTURING

The preliminary state: In the present case study, there is a company with 60 employees manufacturing steel structures. There are computer-controlled (CNC) parts manufacturing machines available, but welding processes are performed by qualified welding colleagues with manual work. Workflows and work instructions are issued to so-called worksheets for physical workers. The main challenge is that the actual time requirements of the projects and the traceability of the production are very complicated if there are many simultaneous orders, and the timeliness of the related manufacturing processes is not always met.

The performed interventions: The management has placed terminals on the entire site of the plant and provided products with bar-coded product card identifiers. Physical workers also have their own bar code identifier, and the start and end times of each workflow are recorded at the terminals. For welders, a barcode registering unit was installed in each welding machine, so for them there is no need to use the terminals at all. The CNC machines have also been switched into the local network, so the operations performed on the machines are automatically recorded.

The final result: In this case, too, a number of new data capture processes, but all the operating times associated with the products, have become apparent and analyzable for the enterprise. With some automated analytical systems, there is still a way to intervene during the running production to further optimize each process. Since the data collection is also digitalized, it can be said in this case, that the amount of administrative time is dwarfed by the value of information gained by the data.
5.3. A CASE STUDY FROM THE FIELD OF MANAGEMENT

The preliminary state: The third company operates with its more than 50 members on the field of production as well. With the growth of the company, the owners couldn’t serve the management functions only by themselves anymore; therefore they had to open up to classical delegation solutions.

The performed interventions: The owners have set up a new corporate hierarchy system, where a business leader has been appointed. The hierarchy system was divided into groups of resource allocation and management units familiar to the multinational companies, and middle level managers were also nominated for each new group (each group consists of up to eight people). Owners manage their management and control functions through the business leader and the hierarchy system, so it is enough for them to communicate via the business leader. The business leader leads the tasks of the company's employees through regulated workflows and established standards by the occasion of the middle management meeting.

The final result: Through the introduction of the new management hierarchy system, the owners' time to acquire new business has increased. However, the speed of enterprise communication through the introduction of new bureaucratic elements (such as standards, policies, and control points) has not diminished as the flow of information through the owner, business leader and middle management axis does not interfere with any obstacle.

6. SUMMARY

As it can be seen from the case studies above, if newer bureaucratic elements are introduced to an enterprise at an appropriate or flexible burst level, coupled with the opportunities offered by modern facilities, they can appear not only as a retreat, but also as positive externalities during their daily business life.

Returning to the original question: is it worthwhile to place bureaucratic proceedings by an SME?

With the words of one wise teacher: it depends on... Depends on many factors. However, if the bureaucratic elements are introduced in proper time and are adequately attenuated by the possibilities of our digital world today, a number of beneficial situations can result from it.
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